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ABSTRACT 
In this chapter we describe a computational grammar for Basque, and the first results obtained 
using it in the process of automatically acquiring subcategorization information about verbs 
and their associated sentence elements (arguments and adjuncts). 
The first part of this chapter (section 1) will be devoted to the description of Basque syntax, 
and to present the grammar we have developed. The grammar is partial in the sense that it 
cannot recognize every sentence in real texts, but it is capable of describing the main syntactic 
elements, such as noun-phrases (NPs), prepositional phrases (PPs), and subordinate and 
simple sentences. This can be useful for several applications. 
Next, the syntactic grammar will be used by a syntactic analyzer (or parser) to automatically 
acquire information on verbal subcategorization from texts (section 2). The results will later 
be used by a linguist or processed by statistical filters. 
This work has been done by the IXA Natural Language Processing research group, centered 
on the application of automatic methods to the analysis of Basque. Comparing to other 
languages (English, German, French, …) Basque can be considered as a minority language 
due to the following constraints: 
• Limited number of language users. This fact implies a reduced number of 
researchers/developers of computational linguistic tools. 
• Limited number of language resources, in the form of computational lexicons, 
grammars, corpora, annotated treebanks or dictionaries. 
These are the main reasons that have compelled the IXA group to the development of 
automatic methods for the analysis of linguistic data. The work described in this chapter is a 
part of this effort. 
1 THE SYNTACTIC ANALYZER 
1.1 A BRIEF INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTATIONAL SYNTAX 
The computational treatment of syntax has long been an area of research. From 1950, when 
the first automatic translation systems were created, many researchers have studied the 
syntactic relationships among words and the way they are combined to form sentences. 
However, the task was more difficult than expected. Nowadays, there is no system capable of 
syntactically analyzing any sentence in real texts, such as newspapers. At the moment, the 
best syntactic analyzers have been developed for English, but they find an unsolvable obstacle 
in the form of ambiguity, because many common sentences can produce tens or even 
hundreds of different syntactic analyses. In this context, we can distinguish two approaches to 
computational syntax, according to their main objective: 
• Full parsing. The aim is to construct more accurate and complete grammars and 
parsers, with the objective of syntactically analyzing any sentence. As we have noted 
earlier, the state of the art is still far from this objective. 
• Partial parsing. In many systems the objective is not to completely analyze a sentence, 
but to detect several syntactic elements, such as NPs, verb chains or simple sentences. 
These pieces of information, also called FKXQNV (Abney 1997), are useful for several 
linguistic applications, as information retrieval or speech synthesis. 
Regarding the main kind of knowledge employed, we can classify syntactic analyzers in four 
groups: 
• Unification-based analyzers (Shieber 1986). These systems are based on context-free 
grammars (Chomsky 1957) with the addition of information to syntactic elements and 
rules by means of feature structures (see subsection 1.2). 
• Finite state analyzers (Karttunen et al. 1997). They are mainly dedicated to partial 
parsing, that is, they typically distinguish the different components of a sentence. 
Grammars are defined using regular expressions. 
• Constraint grammar (Karlsson 1995). To analyze a sentence, this formalism begins 
with all the options to analyze each individual word-form, and the task of the grammar 
is to discard as many options as possible until each word contains a single analysis 
that gives information about number, case, person and syntactic category. This 
formalism is called reductionistic because it starts from all the possibilities and it ends 
only when the correct one is selected. 
• Statistical methods. These systems automatically acquire syntactic information (in the 
form of context-free grammars or regular expressions) from big corpora. The 
information thus obtained is used to analyze new sentences. Usually, statistical 
methods are not used in isolation, but combined with other methods (Collins 1997). 
The IXA natural language processing group has developed two syntactic analyzers for 
Basque, one using a unification-based formalism and another one based on a Constraint 
Grammar. Work on this second formalism is described in (Aduriz et al. 1997; Arriola 2000; 
Aduriz 2000; Aduriz and Arriola 2001). In this chapter we will describe a unification 
grammar for Basque together with its application to the task of automatically extracting 
verbal information from text corpora. 
Regarding computational grammars and syntactic analyzers for languages other than Basque 
we can cite the following: 
• Natural Language Software Registry: http://registry.dfki.de 
• Computational Linguistics (on-line presentations): 
 http://www.ifi.unizh.ch/CL/InteractiveTools.html#as-h2-3296  
Or else, if we want to experiment directly with a syntactic analyzer:  
• Syntactic analyzer for English: http://www.conexor.fi 
• Syntactic analyzer for Spanish (CliC):  http://clic.fil.ub.es/equipo/index_en.shtml  
 
 
 1.2 UNIFICATION-BASED GRAMMAR FORMALISMS AND PATR  
Unification-based grammar formalisms are based on context-free grammars (CFG). CFGs 
were formalized by Chomsky (1957), and they define a grammar as shown in  
Table 1. 
(QJOLVKJUDPPDU %DVTXHJUDPPDU
S   J NP VP 
VP    J  Verb  NP  
NP  J  Noun 
NP  J  Det  Noun 
S  J NP  VP  
VP  J NP  Verb 
NP  J Noun 
NP  J Pronoun 
Table 1. Two examples of context-free grammars. 
Context-free rules are of the form ‘a J b’ or ‘a J b c’, where D is a non-terminal syntactic 
category and E, F are terminals (lexical elements) or non-terminals. Non-terminal symbols (S, 
NP, PP, ...) are syntactic categories, while terminals are words or morphemes from a lexicon. 
The chains of terminal symbols that can be derived from the first symbol (or axiom) of the 
grammar (6 or sentence in the example) will be the sentences of the language. A sentence 
belonging to the grammar will be typically described by a tree. For example, Figure 1 shows 
an analysis tree of a sentence derived using the rules for the Basque grammar in Table 1. 
S 
ni               Jon          naiz    
VP NP 
Pronoun   Noun 
NP Verb 
 
Figure 1. Analysis tree for the sentence ‘QL-RQQDL]’ (My name is Jon). 
The formalism of context-free grammars is simple, but there are problems to describe many 
linguistic phenomena. For example, if we want to specify the agreement between subject and 
verb in number and person, then the ‘S J NP VP’ rule would have to be replaced  
by a number of similar rules, such as ‘S J NP_subj_sing_3 VP_subj_sing_3_abs’ or 
‘S J NP_subj_pl_3 VP_subj_pl_3_abs’, and many others.  
Unification-based formalisms (Shieber 1986) were defined to overcome this problem. The 
main idea is to add information to each syntactic element of context-free grammars by means 
of feature-structures, and to express the syntactic relationships and constraints using equations 
on that information. Unification is a useful mechanism for the treatment of Basque syntax, 
due to its rich word-level information and also to the complexity of the syntactic structures 
that must be dealt with. 
This is an example of a rule, given by Shieber (1986): 
 S J  NP  VP 
  6KHDG 93KHDG
  6KHDGVXEMHFW 13

The base is a context-free rule that expresses one way of forming a sentence. Two unification 
equations are used to specify constraints among the sentence components. The first equation 
states that the head of the sentence is that of the VP, while the second one says that the subject 
of the sentence corresponds to the NP appearing before the VP. The application of these 
equations will create a feature structure describing the information in the sentence, as in 
Figure 2, which corresponds to the sentence “The man runs”. 
cat: S       
head: form:  finite      
 subject:  agreement: number: sing    
   person: 3    
  head: man     
 pred: run<subject>       
Figure 2. Example of a feature structure. 
Several kinds of unification-based formalisms have been defined, such as PATR (Shieber 
1986), Generalized Phrase Structure Grammar (GPSG, Gazdar et al. 1985), Lexical 
Functional Grammar (LFG, Bresnan 1982) and Head-Driven Phrase Structure Grammar 
(HPSG, Pollard and Sag 1994). When developing a computational grammar, there is always a 
compromise between depth and breadth of analysis. Sometimes the objective is to develop a 
formal theory of complex linguistic phenomena. The resulting grammar can serve as a tool for 
the investigation of linguistic phenomena, but will not be very helpful to analyze real texts, 
because many linguistically interesting sentences do not appear often in common texts. For 
example, Abaitua (1988) and Zubizarreta (1992) described several kinds of linguistic 
phenomena of Basque using the LFG formalism. On the other hand, there is another 
approach, named shallow parsing (Abney 1997), that is based on the analysis of the most 
frequently occurring phenomena. This allows, using limited resources, to obtain automatic 
tools capable of doing several tasks, such as information extraction or machine translation.  
We opted for this second option, choosing PATR for the description of Basque syntax, mainly 
for two reasons: 
• To build a computational grammar, we must use the lexical database of Basque 
(EDBL, Agirre et al. 1995; Aduriz et al. 1998), and this database does not contain all 
the information required by rich formalisms such as GPSG, LFG or HPSG. 
• PATR is a flexible and simple formalism, which can serve in the first attempt to 
develop a computational syntactic analyzer for Basque. More complex formalisms as 
LFG and HPSG will be left for future developments. 
We will illustrate the main characteristics of the PATR formalism with the grammar in  
Table 2. 
R1. X0 J X1  X2  
    X0 cat             = S 
    X1 cat             = NP 
    X2 cat             = S 
    X1 case            = erg 
    X2 subcat erg agr  = X1 agr  
    X0                 = X2  
    X0 subcat erg head = X1 
R2. X0 J X1  X2  
    X0 cat             = S 
    X1 cat             = S 
    X2 cat             = NP 
    X2 case            = erg 
    X1 subcat erg agr  = X2 agr 
    X0                 = X1 
    X0 subcat erg head = X2 
R3. X0 J X1  X2   
    X0 cat             = NP 
    X1 cat             = noun 
    X1 type            = common 
    X2 cat             = case-morpheme 
    X0 head            = X1 
    X0 case            = X2 case 
    X0 agr             = X2 agr 
R4. X0 J X1  
    X0 cat             = S 
    X1 cat             = sv 
    X0 subcat          = X1 subcat 
    X0 root            = X1 root 
 
 Table 2. Example PATR grammar of Basque. 
The first rule (R1) combines a sentence (S) with an NP, giving an S (in a context-free 
grammar it would correspond to the rule ‘S J NP S’). The X0 component (parent) is formed 
combining X1 and X2. The unification equations serve two purposes: 
• They express syntactic constraints among the sentence elements. 
• They also tell how to combine the information from the sentence components (NP and 
S in the right part of the rule) to form a new element (S at the left of the rule). 
The first three equations of rule R1 define the categories of the syntactic elements 
participating in the rule. The fourth equation (‘X1 case = erg’) is a constraint imposing that 
the subject NP must be in the ergative case. The fifth equation (‘X2 subcat erg agr = X1 agr’) 
determines whether the NP and the S agree in number, definiteness and person. The sixth 
equation (‘X0 = X2’) asserts that the sentence (X0) is a projection of the simpler S appearing 
in the right hand of the rule, that is, they share the same information. Finally, the last equation 
(‘X0 subcat erg head = X1’) of rule R1 states that the NP corresponds to the subcategorized 
ergative argument.   
Rule R2 expresses the same phenomenon as in R1, but changing the order of the sentence 
components (‘S J S NP’). This is how the grammar reflects the free order of Basque. Similar 
rules must be defined for NPs in absolutive and dative cases, and for subordinate sentences 
and PPs as well (in our grammar PPs have the same syntactic structure as NPs, differing only 
in the grammatical case: absolutive, dative and ergative in NPs, and the remaining ones for 
PPs). 
The second line of the table shows rule R3, which defines that an NP can be composed by a 
noun followed by a case-morpheme (‘NP J noun case-morpheme’). This rule links a noun 
with a morpheme containing information about number, definiteness and case. For example, 
“HW[H(house) + DUL(to)” (to the house). 
Rule R4 defines that, in its simplest form, an S is formed by a synthetic verb (sv). Beginning 
from this basic S, a sentence is formed linking NPs and PPs to it (either to the right or to the 
left of the verb). 
Table 2 shows an example lexicon. The L1 and L2 entries define verbal forms: GDNDUWH  
((they) bring (it)) and GDNDUW]D ((he) brings (them)). For each verb the lexicon defines its 
category (synthetic verb, abbreviated to VY) and information about subcategorization. L1 is 
defined as a subject-object verb (ergative + absolutive) where the NP in ergative case must be 
the third person plural (3p) and the absolutive NP must be third person singular (3s). L2 
defines that the ergative and absolutive NPs must be respectively third person singular and 
plural. L3 and L4 describe case-marking morphemes: absolutive-plural (-DN) and ergative-
plural (-HN). The last line of Table 2 defines two noun entries: JL]RQ (man) and W[DNXU (dog). 
 
L1. X0 entry              = GDNDUWH 
    X0 cat                = sv 
    X0 root               = ekarri  
    X0 subcat erg agr num = 3p 
    X0 subcat abs agr num = 3s 
L2. X0 entry              = GDNDUW]D 
    X0 cat                = sv 
    X0 root               = ekarri 
    X0 subcat erg agr num = 3s 
    X0 subcat abs agr num = 3p 
L3. X0 entry   = DN 
    X0 cat     = case-morpheme 
    X0 case    = abs 
    X0 agr num = 3p 
    X0 agr def = d 
L4. X0 entry   = HN 
    X0 cat     = case-morpheme 
    X0 case    = erg 
    X0 agr num = 3p 
    X0 agr def = d 
L5. X0 entry   = JL]RQ 
    X0 cat     = noun 
    X0 type    = common 
L6. X0 entry   = W[DNXU 
    X0 cat     = noun 
    X0 type    = common 
Table 3. Example of a lexicon in the PATR formalism. 
Taking this lexicon and the grammar in Table 2, the syntactic analyzer can determine that 
JL]RQHNGDNDUWH (the men bring (it)) or GDNDUW]DW[DNXUUDN ((he) brings the dogs) are correct 
sentences and, conversely, that sentences such as JL]RQHNGDNDUW]D (*the men brings (them)) 
are incorrect, because in this case it does not obey the agreement constraint in R1. Figure 3 
presents the syntactic tree representing the analysis of the sentence  
JL]RQHNGDNDUWH. 
 
R3 
R4 
entry    HN 
cat      case-morpheme 
case     erg 
agr      num  3p 
         def  d 
entry  JL]RQ 
cat    noun 
type   common 
entry  GDNDUWH 
root   ekarri  
cat    sv 
subcat erg agr num  3p 
       abs agr num  3s 
cat      NP 
head     entry  JL]RQ 
         cat    noun 
         type   common 
case     erg 
agr      num  3p 
         def  d 
root   HNDUUL  
cat    S 
subcat abs agr num  3s 
       erg agr num  3p 
               def  d 
           head cat    NP 
                head   entry  JL]RQ 
                       cat    noun 
                       type   common 
Figure 3. Analysis of JL]RQHNGDNDUWH (the men bring (it)). 
R1 
root   HNDUUL  
cat    S 
subcat erg agr num  3p 
       abs agr num  3s 
After explaining the basics of the PATR formalism by an example grammar we will, in the 
next section, describe the grammar we have developed for Basque. 
1.3 A COMPUTATIONAL GRAMMAR FOR BASQUE USING THE PATR 
FORMALISM 
If we want to describe Basque syntax, we must take the following facts into account: 
• The morpheme is the basic unit of analysis (Goenaga 1980; Abaitua 1988; Abaitua et 
al. 1992). This implies that both morphology and syntax will be integrated in the 
grammar, without a sharp limit between them, as it happens in agglutinative 
languages. This will differ from most European languages, such as English or French. 
For example, in the NP “JL]RQ + KDQGL + -D” (the big man), the case-morpheme “-D” at 
the end is not syntactically linked to the adjective “KDQGL” (big) but to the whole noun 
phrase (“JL]RQ KDQGL”). This way the syntactic description is more general and 
simpler. 
• Lexical information is rich. Every lexical entry (and the syntactic elements projected 
from it) contains information about number, definiteness, case or syntactic functions. 
The main objective of the grammar will be to adequately combine all this information. 
• The lexicon does not contain full subcategorization information. Verbs are the central 
elements in syntax, both in syntactic theories and in applied systems. From the verbal 
information, subcategorization is the most complex, specifying how each verb 
combines with other kinds of elements. In Basque the auxiliary verb conveys 
information about the subject, object and indirect object (case, number and person), 
but the lexical database we are using lacks information about main verbs. 
• There is agreement between the verb and subject, object and indirect object 
(corresponding roughly to the ergative, absolutive and dative cases). 
• Free order of sentence components. In Basque the order of the main sentence elements 
(NPs and PPs) is relatively free. This means that in the following example changing 
the order of subject, object and indirect object gives 24 possible permutations, which 
are correct sentences in some context: 
   Txakurrak       egunkaria         ahoan         zekarren. 
    The-dog      the-newspaper    in-his-mouth     brought 
  ergative-3-s   absolutive-3-s   inessive-3-s 
    subject         object          modifier        verb 
         (The dog brought the newspaper in his mouth) 
 
We must also say that this flexibility at sentence level is much more restricted for 
other syntactic elements (for example, inside NPs or subordinated sentences). 
 
Next, we will begin a description of the grammar, showing the structure of NPs and PPs, and 
then we will continue with the sentence structure. 
We have described three main types of NPs (PPs): 
1. NPs and PPs with a common noun as head. NPs and PPs end with a case-morpheme 
(it contains information about case, number and definiteness). Before the noun there 
could be optional genitive NPs (similar to PP-of in English) and determiners. After the 
noun there could be one or more adjectives and determiners (optional). Unification 
equations are in charge of checking constraints on order or number: 
13JHQGHW QRXQ DGM GHW FDVHPRUSKHPH
HW[HNR  JDX]D ]DKDU  KRULBBBBBBBBBHNLQ
of-the-house                       thing        old           those________with (3rd-pl) 
(with those old things of the house) 
 
HW[HNR ODX JDX]D ]DKDUBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBHWDQ
of-the-house    four            thing        old__________________in (3rd-pl) 
(in four old things of the house) 
 
HW[HNR  JDX]D ]DKDUBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBDULEXUX]
of-the-house                       thing        old__________________concerning (3rd-sg) 
(regarding the old thing of the house) 

2. NPs (or PPs) with a proper noun as head. There are optional genitive NPs, but neither 
adjectives nor determiners are accepted: 
13JHQ SURSHUQRXQ  FDVHPRUSKHPH
'RQRVWLDNR  -RQBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBUL
of-Donostia                       Jon____________________to 
(to Jon of Donostia ) 

3. NPs with a pronoun as head. They only admit the case morpheme: 
  SURQRXQ  FDVHPRUSKHPH
  QLBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBUL
  I______________________to 
   (to me) 
 
These descriptions are relatively simple but not 100% complete, because there are exceptions 
to some of the principles stated. For example, in NPs formed by a proper noun it could be 
correct to use adjectives in some contexts, but the inclusion of this fact would have several 
disadvantages: 
• The grammar would be considerably more complicated. 
• The resulting ambiguity would increase. It is usual to have tens of analysis for many 
sentences, due to lexical ambiguity (several analysis per word-form) and syntactic 
ambiguity (when a part of a sentence can be analyzed by different rules). The 
inclusion of exceptional cases has the effect of dramatically increasing ambiguity. 
• The introduction of new possibilities, although correct in some context, only would 
account for a very small fraction of sentences in real texts. As our objective is to use 
the analyzer as a tool for the analysis of written texts, we decided not to include the 
special rules in the grammar, as most of them would describe phenomena that do not 
have even a single instance in the corpora we have studied. 
In order to accept the described kinds of syntactic structures, we have defined several 
auxiliary syntactic categories np1, np2 and np3, starting from the simplest categories to the 
most complex ones. Finally, adding a case-morpheme to the highest-level structure (np3) 
forms the category npc (NP + case), that corresponds to an English NP or PP (in fact, they are 
distinguished by their case: absolutive, ergative and dative for NPs, and the rest of the cases 
for PPs). 
We have taken a broad definition of a case-morpheme. It will describe a suffix containing 
information about number, case and definiteness. Moreover, we have defined complex 
suffixes (postpositions) formed by the combination of a suffix with a different word (for 
example, we take ±ULBEXUX] as a suffix, as in ]LQHPDULEXUX] (about the cinema)). 
The following rules show the structure of NPs and PPs1: 
 Rule Examples 
np1 →   noun   adj HW[H('(5(NICE house)1 
 | noun HW[H(house)
np2 →  det    np1 =(1%$,7HW[HHGHU(SEVERAL nice houses)
 | det    np1 +,58HW[HHGHU(THREE nice houses)
 | np1   det HW[HHGHU%$7(ONE nice house)
 | proper-noun  -2+1
2 
 | np1 HW[HHGHU(nice house)
np3 →  np-gen   np2 0(1',+255(7$.2]HQEDLWHW[HHGHU
(several nice houses OF THAT  
           MOUNTAIN)
 | pronoun =8(you)
3 
 | np2  ]HQEDLWHW[HHGHU(several nice houses)
HW[HHGHUU(.,1(WITH the nice houses) 
PHQGLNR]HQEDLWHW[HHGHUU$.
(several nice houses of the mountain)
4 npc → np3   case-morpheme 
PHQGLNR]HQEDLWHW[H5,%858= 
(REGARDING several nice houses of the     
            mountain)
5 np-gen →   np3 case-morpheme(gen/gel) PHQGLKRUUHWD.2(OF that mountain)
Table 4. Grammar rules for NPs. 
                                                
1
  The example rules are a simplification of the actual rules. As we have explained before, each rule will have an 
associated set of unification equations describing syntactic restrictions among its components. 
The structure of the genitive NP (np-gen in rule 5) is the same as for a general NP, where the 
case must be one of the two genitives (JHQ (possessive) and JHO (locative)). 
In the analysis of a sentence, we do not distinguish the subject from other NPs. A sentence 
will be a projection of a verb-phrase (VP). The simplest VP is formed by a verb (synthetic or 
formed by a main verb plus an auxiliary verb). After recognizing the verb, its dependents will 
be added one by one either to the left or to the right, using the rules in Table 5. 
 Rule Examples 
6 vp →    synthetic-verb    GDNDUW]D((he) brings (them)) 
7 vp →    main-verb   aux-verb LNXVLGXWH((they) have seen (him)) 
vp →  npc(erg)    vp  *,=21(.LNXVLGXWH (THE MEN have seen (it)) 
       | npc(abs)    vp  *,=21$.LNXVLGLWX]WH
        ((they) have seen THE MEN) 
       | npc(dat)    vp  *,=21$5,HPDQGLR
        ((he) has given (it) TO THE MAN)
       | vp             npc(erg)  LNXVLGXWH*,=21(.(THE MEN have seen (it))
       | vp             npc(abs)  LNXVLGLWX]WH*,=21$.
        ((they) have seen THE MEN)
8 
       | vp             npc(dat) HPDQGLR*,=21$5,
        ((he) has given (it) TO THE MAN)
9 vp →    npc(QRWDEVHUJRUGDW)vp *,=21+255(.,1LNXVLGXWH
  ((they) have seen (him) WITH THAT MAN) 
10 vp → adb            vp *$85HJLQGXW
      ((I) have done (it) TODAY) 
vp → subord-modal-temp   vp  +21$1(17255(/$LNXVLGXW
       ((I) saw (it) WHILE COMING HERE) 
       | subord-ind-interrog.  vp    ($-2$1'(1JDOGHWXGX
    ((he) asked WHETHER HE WAS GONE)
11 
       | subord-completive    vp (7255,',5(/$MDNLQGD
((it) has been known THAT THEY HAVE COME) 
                                          
12 subord-completive →  
                           vp      subord-suffix
+RQDQHQWRUU(/$ (THAT (I) was coming here)
Table 5. Grammar rules for sentences. 
1. Rules 6 and 7 express the simplest way to form an VP, that is, a sentence. It is formed 
either by a synthetic verb or by the combination of a main verb with an auxiliary verb. 
2. Rules for analyzing the grammatical cases (rule 8 in Table 5). NPs in the ergative, 
absolutive and dative case must agree with the verb in number, case and person. The 
three rules are duplicated in order to account for free constituent order. 
3. Rules for adjuncts (rule 9). These rules account for all the cases (instrumental, 
inessive, …) apart from the grammatical ones. 
As before, there will be a corresponding rule that accepts an adjunct after the verb.  
4. Rules for adverbs (see rule 10). 
5. Rules for linking subordinated sentences to a verb: completive, indirect interrogative, 
modal and temporal (see rule 11). 
6. Rules for subordinated sentences. They are formed by adding a subordination suffix to 
a sentence (see rule 12). 
The grammar contains a total of 90 rules, each one with an average of 15 equations. As we 
have explained before, the rules are more complex than the ones presented. Example 1 shows 
a part of the rule “np3 → np-gen + np2”. 
X0 ---> X1, X2 
        X0 cat                      = np3 
        X1 cat                      = np-gen 
        X2 cat                      = np2 
        X0 sint agr                 = X2 sint agr 
        X0 lexhead                  = X2 lexhead           
        X0 sint elements np-gen     = X1 sint np-gen 
        X0 sint elements adj        = X2 sint elements adj 
        X0 sint elements determiner = X2 sint elements determiner 
        X0 sint head agr            = X2 sint head agr 
        ... 
Example 1. Grammar rule. 
As the resulting grammar uses a broad-coverage lexical database, we can say that the analyzer 
is capable of analyzing any NP (or PP) in real texts, also verifying agreement among the 
component elements, added to the proper use of determiners. This also happens with 
sequences of the following syntactic elements not separated by punctuation marks: 
• Verbs and verb chains. 
• NPs (grammatical cases: ergative, absolutive and dative). 
• Adjuncts (NPs in cases other than the three grammatical ones). 
• Adverbs. 
• Nominalized verbs. 
• Relative, completive and modal subordinate clauses. 
• Temporal subordinate clauses. 
• Indirect interrogatives. 
• Simple sentences using all the previous elements. The rich agreement between the 
verb and the main sentence constituents (subject, object and second object) in case, 
number and person is verified. As we explained before, sentence analysis is performed 
up to the level of phenomena that can be described using only syntactic information 
now included in the lexicon. 
1.4 EXAMPLES 
Figure 4 shows the analysis of the NP ‘JXUHHW[HSROLWKDUN’ (that nice house of us). The union 
of np-gen (of us) and np2 (that nice house) gives an element of category np3, and adding the 
final case-morpheme (-DN) gives the final NP (npc). 
 
 
 
JXUHHW[HSROLWKXUDDN
pron          case        noun     adj     det    case 
np1 
np2 
np3 
np3 case-morpheme 
np-gen 
case-morpheme 
npc 
(we)           (of)       (house) (nice) (that)  (erg-3s)      
 
Figure 4.  Analysis of µJXUHHW[HSROLWKDUN¶(that nice house of us). 
Figure 5 shows the analysis of the sentence ‘HW[HUD ]HWRUUHOD MDNLQ GX’. In this example, a 
completive subordinated sentence ‘HW[HUD]HWRUUHOD’ (that he came to the house) is linked to 
the main sentence (‘MDNLQ GX’).  
 
HW[HUD]HWRUUHQODMDNLQGX
noun  number   case        verb subord-suffix verb verb-type  aspect    aux-verb 
vp 
subord-completive 
vp 
 npc 
verb 
vp 
main-verb 
vp 
 (to the house)           (that he came)     (knew)                        (he) 
Figure 5.  Analysis of µHW[HUD]HWRUUHODMDNLQGXµ((he) knew that he came to the house). 
1.5 SUMMARY  
In the first part of this chapter we have presented the core of PATRIXA, a computational 
syntactic grammar of Basque. As the lexical coverage is very robust (more than 70,000 lexical 
entries from the Lexical Database of Basque are used), we can say that the syntactic analyzer 
provides a good coverage of syntactic elements for the analysis of real texts (newspapers or 
written texts). The grammar describes extensively NPs, PPs, subordinate sentences and simple 
sentences.  
The grammar can be useful from two perspectives. First, it can be a tool for linguists, helping 
them in the examination of corpora. The analyzer will give the possibility of finding the 
syntactic structures present in written texts. Second, it can also be useful for several 
applications, such as information retrieval or machine translation, where it is crucial the 
determination of basic syntactic units as the ones found by the analyzer. 
In order to obtain deep syntactic analysis of sentences, we think that the next step should be 
the inclusion of verbal subcategorization information in the grammar. For that reason, we 
have used the syntactic analyzer to automatically acquire information about verbs and their 
complements from text corpora. These experiments will be described in section 2. 
2 APPLICATION TO THE AUTOMATIC ANALYSIS OF TEXT 
CORPORA 
In this section we will describe the application of the syntactic analyzer to the extraction of 
information about 1,400 verbs from a newspaper corpus, followed by a preliminary evaluation 
of the results. These results will be used for both manual and automatic examination 
(Aldezabal et al. 1998, 2000, 2001). 
The acquisition of lexical information is an ineludible step in many applications, ranging from 
lexicography (construction of dictionaries) to automatic systems, such as machine translation 
or automatic text understanding. Most of the recent syntactic theories project syntactic 
structure from the lexicon, where every verbal entry will contain information about predicate 
subcategorization, including the number and type of arguments, semantic selectional 
preferences, and so on (Briscoe and Carroll 1997). Manual acquisition of lexical information 
is reliable and accurate in general, but it is also a costly enterprise, because of the need of 
highly specialized experts (linguists) in a very time-consuming process. Moreover, manual 
encoding also faces the problems of errors, such as omission of relevant information or, 
conversely, adding information based on a linguist’s intuitions which do not match with real 
occurrences. To that we must also add that predicate subcategorization is associated with 
lexical senses, which vary with the corpus or domain. The huge size of the now available 
corpora demands successive extensions of the lexicons, to include corpus-specific information 
or to augment the available lexical information. 
For that reason, we have explored the possibility of using computers to help in the process of 
lexical acquisition. Automatic methods will never get the reliability of a linguist expert, but 
they can be helpful in several cases: 
• The information gathered automatically can be validated by experts. This way, the 
linguist gets rid of the most mechanical task of examining hundreds of text sentences. 
• In cases where it is not feasible to dedicate people to the task of lexical acquisition, 
automatically collected information could serve as an approximation useful for several 
applications. The reliability of the approximation can be evaluated examining a small 
fraction of the extracted information. 
In our experiment, we have automatically examined more than 1,000,000 words of newspaper 
text obtaining, for each of 1,400 verbs, the set of sentences containing each verb and the 
elements associated with it (arguments and/or adjuncts), marking each element with 
information about case, number or type of subordinated sentence. Figure 6 shows the result 
obtained by the system when examining the verb HVDQ (say). The syntactic analyzer first tries 
to analyze the whole sentence. As the grammar is partial and the sentences long, many times 
the analyzer does not find an analysis for all the sentence, but it can obtain the main syntactic 
components. In a second phase of the process, the analyzer looks up the syntactic elements 
surrounding the target verb (HVDQ) and determines which of them are the most plausible 
arguments or adjuncts. This way, the result is the last line in Figure 6, where the verb is linked 
 
%HUWDUDMRDQGDNRJXDUGLD]LELODNHUHJDX]DEHUDHVDQ]XHQDW]R
HPDQ]XWHQSUHQWVDXUUHNRDQDGLHUD]L]HQH]
(The civil guard that went there also said the same thing as they 
explained yesterday at the press conference.) 
JXDUGLD]LELODNHUHJDX]DEHUDHVDQ]XHQ
(the civil guard) (also) (the same thing) (said) 
 NP(JXDUG, ergative, sing., def.)   NP(WKLQJ, absolutive, sing., def.)    verb(VD\) 
Figure 6. Input sentence and result for the verb HVDQ (say). 
Syntactic analyzer 
with two NPs (ergative and absolutive). This kind of information can be useful for an ulterior 
manual or automatic determination of subcategorization frames. 
Subsection 2.1 will review previous works on the automatic acquisition of subcategorization 
information. Next, we will describe the architecture of the system (subsection 2.2), together 
with the linguistically relevant aspects of the experiment. In subsection 2.3 we will examine 
the results. 
2.1 PREVIOUS WORK ON THE ACQUISITION OF 
SUBCATEGORIZATION INFORMATION 
Concerning the acquisition of verb subcategorization information, there are proposals ranging 
from manual examination of corpora (Grishman et al. 1994) to fully automatic approaches. 
(Briscoe and Carroll 1997; Carroll et al. 1998) describe a grammar based experiment for the 
extraction of subcategorization frames with their associated relative frequencies, obtaining 
76.6% precision and 43.4% recall.  
(Kuhn et al. 1998) compare two approaches for the acquisition of subcategorization 
information: a corpus query pattern based approach (no grammar, using regular expressions 
on morphologically analyzed word forms) and a grammar based approach (in a way similar to 
(Briscoe and Carroll 1997)). Both are applied to the problem of acquiring subcategorization 
instances of 3 subcategorization frames, showing that the grammar based approach improves 
results specially in recall, due mainly to the higher-level knowledge encoded in the grammar. 
Comparing with our work, we think that our system is situated between the two approaches, 
as we will use a partial parser. Our objective is more ambitious in the sense that we try to find 
all the subcategorization instances, rather than distinguishing among 3 previously selected 
frames. 
On the statistical side, (Carroll and Rooth 1998) present a learning technique for 
subcategorization frames based on a probabilistic lexicalized grammar and the Expectation 
Maximization algorithm using unmarked corpora. The results are promising, although the 
method is still computationally expensive and requires big corpora (50 million words). 
2.2 DESCRIPTION OF THE PROCESS 
We have developed a parsing system divided in several main modules: the unification-based 
parser that we have presented in section 1 is the core of the system (see Figure 7). Prior to 
parsing, there is another step concerned with morphological analysis and disambiguation, 
using the basic tools for Basque that have been developed in previous projects. These are the 
main modules of our system: 
• The lexical database. As we have commented earlier, it is a large repository of lexical 
information, with about 70.000 entries (including lemmas and declension/derivational 
morphemes), each one with its associated linguistic features, like category, 
subcategory, case and number, contained in a commercial database management 
system. 
• Morphological analysis and segmentation. Inflectional morphology of Basque was 
completely described in (Alegria et al. 1996). This system applies Two-Level 
Morphology (Koskenniemi 1983) for the morphological description and obtains for 
each word its segmentation(s) into component morphemes, where each morpheme is 
associated with its corresponding features in the lexicon. The segmentation module 
has full coverage of free-running texts in Basque, and it is capable of treating 
unknown words and non-standard forms, such as dialectal variants and typical errors 
(Aduriz et al. 2003). 
• Morphological disambiguation. A disambiguation system was implemented for the 
assignment of the correct lemma and part-of-speech to each token in a corpus (Ezeiza 
et al. 1998) taking the context into account, by means of statistical (Hidden Markov 
Models) and hand-crafted rules in the Constraint Grammar formalism (Samuelsson 
and Voutilainen 1997, Karlsson et al. 1995, Aduriz et al. 1997). This tool reduces the 
 
chart (automaton) 
Verb + dependents  
(arguments + adjuncts) 
Finite-state parser 
Unification based chart-parser 
Sentence 
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analysis and disambiguation 
Figure 7. Description of the system. 
high word-level ambiguity from 2.65 to 1.19 interpretations, still leaving a number of 
interpretations per word. 
• Unification-based chart parsing. The syntactic analyzer presented in section 1 
recognizes the main syntactic units of the sentence, described in the unification-based 
PATR grammar of Basque.  
• After the partial parser has obtained the main syntactic components of the sentence, 
there are multiple readings for each sentence, as a result of both morphological 
ambiguity (1.19 interpretations per word-form after morphological disambiguation) 
and syntactic ambiguities introduced by the partial parser. For this reason, we have 
also developed a finite-state grammar that performs syntactic disambiguation and 
filtering of the results. This grammar consists of a set of regular expressions and 
transducers for both disambiguation and determination of clause boundaries, in order 
to exactly delimit the syntactic elements corresponding to each verb (Aldezabal et al. 
2003). The finite state filter has been implemented using the ;HUR[)LQLWH6WDWH7RRO 
(XFST, Karttunen et al. 1997). 
 6L]HDQGW\SHRIWKHFRUSXV
In the present work we have used newspaper texts from “Euskaldunon Egunkaria”, ranging 
from January 1999 to May 2000. This corpus offers a rich variety of text types, using standard 
Basque. It contains 111,000 sentences (more than one million words). In a preliminary stage 
of this work we also used the 6WDWLVWLFDOFRUSXVRIWK&HQWXU\%DVTXH (UZEI 2003). 
 1XPEHURIYHUEV
We selected a preliminary set of 1,400 verbs appearing in the corpus. From them, 400 had 
more than 50 occurrences in the corpus, which we have taken as the minimum for the results 
to be representative. 
 'DWDH[WUDFWLRQPHWKRG
After doing some preliminary tests and a manual verification of the results, we defined 
several procedures to be applied, related with specific features of Basque, with the aim of 
improving the reliability of the results. The resulting procedures are the following: 
1. Grouping of cases and subordination suffixes. Basque has a high number of cases and 
subordination suffixes. In our grammar we have described 61 different types. 
Concerning the verb, however, several of them perform a similar function. We will not 
go into details about what we have defined as a “similar function”. The grouping was 
made based mainly on the syntactic function (subject, object, …), also taking into 
account semantic relationships. So, for example, we have grouped subordination 
suffixes related to time: QHDQ (when), W]HDQ (when), UDNR (for when), WHUDNRDQ 
(while), WDNRDQ (after), LQR (until), QHWLN (since), QHNR (of when). We must also say 
that the grouping could be done in a different way depending on the definition of 
“similarity”. After the grouping, we had 28 groups of elements. 
2. Using the auxiliary verb. The auxiliary verb in Basque gives information about the 
“grammatical cases” (absolutive, ergative and dative). So, even when a sentence does 
not contain an NP corresponding to one of these cases, the auxiliary verb reflects their 
occurrence and, therefore, we can assume that the elements exist. This feature is 
characteristic of SURGURS languages. Nevertheless, in unergative verbs the object NP 
(marked with the absolutive case) does not exist, even when the auxiliary verb marks 
it. Taking these verbs into account, we have decided not to recover NPs in the 
absolutive case, because doing it the system would get incorrect information about all 
of the unergative verbs. 
Summarizing, the recovering of cases has been applied in the following syntactic 
environments: 
• If the auxiliary is of the type absolutive-ergative (this type of verb is usually 
represented by the form corresponding to the present indicative in third person 
singular: DU), the NP in the ergative case will be recovered. This assumption 
will be wrong for all the verbs associated to weather (to rain, to snow, …), 
because they will never have a subject in the ergative case. However, as these 
verbs form a reduced set that could be treated separately, we estimated that the 
application of this heuristic will be useful. 
• If the auxiliary verb is of the type absolutive-ergative-dative (DIO), the 
ergative and the dative NPs will be recovered. 
• If the auxiliary verb is of the type absolutive-dative (ZAIO), the dative NP will 
be recovered. 
3. Elimination of ill-formed syntactic combinations. Several combinations of cases with 
the auxiliary verb can never appear in a sentence and, consequently, we eliminated 
them, because they will always correspond to an error of the syntactic extraction 
system. Most of the times the errors appear because the main sentence and the 
subordinated ones are incorrectly delimited: 
• An ergative NP can never appear with an auxiliary verb of the absolutive (DA) 
or absolutive-dative type (ZAIO). 
• A verb cannot contain two ergative NPs.  
• Syntactic structures with more than five elements (arguments or adjuncts) are 
not common, and most of the times are a result of errors of our analyzer. For 
that reason, we did not take them into account. 
 
 Input sentence Output 
YHUE:   KXUELOGX  
DX[LOLDU\: GHOD (DA) 
DEVROXWLYH: GRNXPHQWDO 
KHDG documental(sing.)
LQHVVLYHLQ: LOGRKRUUHWDQ 
      KHDG way (sing.)
1 %LGHRD EH]DODNR HXVNDUUL EHUULHQ DEDQWDLODN
D]SLPDUUDWX ]LWXHQ 9LOORWDN HWD LOGR KRUUHWDQ
GRNXPHQWDODELGHRVRUNXQW]DUDKXUELOGXGHODGHULW]R

Villota stressed the advantages of new media such as 
video, and LQDVLPLODUZD\ he thinks that GRFXPHQWDO
KDVQHDUHGWRZDUGVYLGHRFUHDWLRQ. DGODWLYHWR: VRUNXQW]DUD 
     KHDG creation (sing.)
YHUE:   KXUELOGX  
DX[LOLDU\: zenean (DA) 
DEVROXWLYH: 883NREXUXD 
KHDG head(sing.)
2 8QLRQLVWD DPRUUDWXHQHN HWD JH]XUWLD GHLWX ]LRWHQ
7ULPEOHUL883NREXUXDVDUUHUDUDKXUELOGX]HQHDQ

And the most stubborn unionists called Trimble liar, 
when WKHKHDGRI883QHDUHGWKHHQWU\.  DGODWLYHWR: VDUUHUDUD 
      KHDG entry (sing.)
YHUE:   KXUELOGX  
DX[LOLDU\: GD (DA) 
DEVROXWLYH: MHQGHD 
KHDG people
3 %DLQDMHQGHDIURQWRLUDKXUELOW]HQDULGDHUDQW]XWHQ
DULGD

But SHRSOH LV QHDULQJ WKH IURQWRQ, they are 
responding. DGODWLYHWR: IURQWRLUD 
      KHDG fronton (sing.)
YHUE:   KXUELOGX  
DX[LOLDU\: zen (DA)
4 *DUDLSHQD HVNXDQ 3DVFXDO -RYHU PLQXWX EDW]XN
EHUDQGXDJRKXUELOGX]HQ9LWDONXW[DUHQDUHWRUD
With the victory in his hands, 3DVFXDO -RYHU QHDUHG
WKH9LWDOKDOOVHYHUDOPLQXWHVODWHU. 
DEVROXWLYH: PLQXWXEDW]XN 
KHDG minute(pl.)
YHUE:   KXUELOGX  
DX[LOLDU\: ]HQ (DA)
DEVROXWLYH: SHUWVRQDEDW 
KHDG person(sing.)
5 Manifestazioa Hernani kaletik zihoala , SHUWVRQDEDW
RQGRNR NDOH EDWHWLN KXUELOGX ]HQ SUHVRHQ DOGHNR
RLKDODUHNLQ eta eskuak goraturik , bake seinalean . 
 
When the demonstration crossed Hernani street, RQH
SHUVRQ QHDUHG ZLWK D VKHHW LQ IDYRXU RI SULVRQHUV 
IURP D VWUHHW QHDUE\ and his hands up, in sign of 
peace. 
DEODWLYHIURP: 
        RQGRNRNDOHEDWHWLN 
      KHDG street (sing.)
Table 6. Examples of input sentences and their corresponding output. 
2.3 RESULTS 
Table 6 presents an example of the results obtained by the system when applied to the verb 
KXUELOGX (to near). The second column contains the input sentence, where the subsentence 
corresponding to the target verb has been marked in bold type. The third column presents the 
result obtained by our system. For each instance of the target verb the system gets its auxiliary 
verb and, for each dependent, its case, head and number. For example, in sentence 1 the 
system finds NPs in the absolutive, inessive and adlative cases. The result will be the set of 
candidate dependents, where some of them will be arguments and the rest will correspond to 
adjuncts. For example, in sentence 1 the inessive NP LOGRKRUUHWDQ (in the same way) is an 
adjunct, while the other NPs correspond to arguments.  
Sentence 4 is an example where the system gets an incorrect result, because the syntactic 
analyzer does not recognize the temporal modifier PLQXWX EDW]XN EHUDQGXDJR (several 
minutes later) as a single unit, due to a gap in the partial grammar. As a result, it incorrectly 
proposes PLQXWXEDW]XN (several minutes, absolutive) as the subject of the target verb. 
Finally, sentence 5 shows how sometimes the system does not obtain the complete list of 
dependents of a verb. In this example, the analyzer correctly identifies two dependents, but 
misses a third one: SUHVRHQDOGHNRRKLDODUHNLQ (with a sheet in support of prisoners). This is 
due to unresolved ambiguity of the auxiliary verb ]HQ, which can be both sentence final and a 
verb in the past tense. In this example, the correct reading corresponds to the past tense, 
which would imply that this element is a dependent. However, as the morphosyntactic 
disambiguation process is not able to decide about which one is the correct interpretation, the 
system, in case of doubt, does not take any risk, and discards the element, taking into account 
the sentence final interpretation. This strategy tries to maximize precision (that is, to minimize 
the number of incorrect dependents) at the cost of lowering recall (some correct elements will 
also be discarded). 
In order to estimate the results obtained by our system, we tested three different 
approximations: 
1. General frequency of dependents. With the aim of obtaining a general view of the 
corpus, we measured the relative frequency of each type of dependent, including all 
the cases for NPs (PPs) and each type of subordinated sentence. Figure 8 shows the 
ten kinds of dependents appearing most in the corpus (those that appear in more than 
1% of the sentences). Table 7 shows the correspondence of the abbreviations in the 
table with their associated syntactic element. 
 Case Abbreviation Example 
absolutive abs THE HOUSE (object) 
ergative erg THE MAN (subject) 
inessive ine IN THE HOUSE 
dative dat TO THE MAN 
completive 
subordinated sentence 
compl (I know) THAT SHE WOULD 
COME 
adlative adl TO THE HOUSE 
ablative abl FROM THE HOUSE 
instrumental ins WITH THE HAMMER 
sociative soc WITH THE MAN 
final subordinated 
sentence 
final (I did it) FOR YOU TO COME 
Table 7. Different types of dependents. 
Figure 8 shows that three types of dependents appear most frequently: NPs in the 
absolutive, ergative and inessive case. The high frequency of the absolutive case can 
be considered normal, as this is the case used to represent the subject of intransitive 
verbs as well as the object of transitive ones, that is, this case will appear with most of 
the verbs. Similarly, the ergative case is used as the subject of transitive and 
unergative verbs. The high frequency of the inessive case can be explained if we take 
into account that the corpus is formed by newspaper texts, which must be situated both 
in time and location. 
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Figure 8. Most frequent cases and subordination suffixes appearing in the corpus.  
If we look at the next most frequent types of dependents, we find the dative case, 
typically representative of goal, and completive sentences. These can also be derived 
from the type of corpus, because many communicative verbs are used, containing a 
message that has to be transmitted (and sometimes has an associated goal). This is the 
case with verbs expressing volition, desire or preference. 
Next to these elements we find the locative cases: ablative, adlative and instrumental 
(by, by means of), followed by the sociative and the subordination suffix W]HNR, 
which can be both final and completive. 
2. In a second approximation we wanted to investigate the validity of the results 
regarding the ability of the system to detect certain types of verbs from their 
associated dependents. In our experiment we tried to select verbs corresponding to 
motion taking those verbs with the highest frequencies of the ablative (from) and 
adlative (to) cases. Figure 9 shows the 15 verbs with a highest frequency of these two 
cases in the corpus. 
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Figure 9. Verbs with high frequency of ablative and adlative cases.  
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Figure 10. Frequency of elements appearing with each of five verbs. 
The results show the usefulness of the system to find verbs with similar 
characteristics. From the 15 verbs with highest proportion of the cases ablative and 
adlative, 13 correspond to typical motion verbs. The two exceptions are PXJDWX (to 
constrain) and EHJLUDWX (to look at).  
Even when all the verbs admit both cases, many times the verb shows preference for 
one of them. For example, the verb KXUELOGX (to near), in one extreme, is rarely 
accompanied by the ablative case. This asymmetry could be explained defining two 
subclasses of motion verbs: 
• Verbs expressing source or beginning by means of the ablative case (from). 
This set would contain the following verbs, sorted by descending order of 
frequency: LUWHQ (to go out), DELDWX (to depart), DWHUD (to go out), HWRUUL (to 
come)and SDVDWX (to pass). 
• Verbs expressing destiny, which express a goal or arrival by means of the 
adlative case:DLOHJDWX (to arrive), KXUELOGX (to near), LW]XOL (to return), LULWVL (to 
arrive) and MRDQ (to go). 
3. Finally, we studied the frequencies of dependents for five common verbs: DJHUWX (to 
appear), DWHUD (to go out), HUDELOL (to use), MRDQ (to go) and LNXVL (to see). 
Figure 10 shows the frequencies of elements appearing with each verb. The absolutive 
case has been omitted, because it is the most frequent one in all the verbs, due to the 
reasons explained before. The inessive is predominant, as it situates the sentences in 
temporal and spatial coordinates. The ergative case gives the subject of actions. After 
these elements, we can see how each verb shows preference for different kinds of 
subcategorized elements. For example, the verb HUDELOL (to use) contains a high 
proportion of subordinated sentences with the ±W]HNR suffix, expressing finality. 
These results show that the tool is useful for the automatic selection of possible 
subcategorized elements. The information obtained can then be used by a linguist or 
processed by statistical methods to select subcategorization frames for verbs. 
3 CONCLUSION 
In this work we have presented PATRIXA, a syntactic analyzer for Basque based on a 
unification-based formalism (PATR), and its application to the automatic analysis of texts, in 
order to extract information on verbal subcategorization. 
These are the main features of the syntactic analyzer: 
• Lexical coverage. As the system is based on a wide-coverage lexical database of 
Basque (EDBL) with more than 70,000 entries, the system is very robust, capable of 
analyzing almost any word occurring in texts. 
• Grammatical coverage. The system correctly analyzes NPs, PPs, simple sentences and 
subordinated sentences. However, the grammar does not address several linguistic 
phenomena such as coordination or complex sentences. 
• Ambiguity. Many times the syntactic analyzer obtains more than one analysis for a 
piece of text. For example, JL]RQDN can be both “the man”(subject) and “the 
men”(object). This has been dealt with by means of special disambiguation rules 
(Aldezabal et al. 2003). 
In the second part of the work (section 2), we have presented the application of the grammar 
to the automatic analysis of texts, with the objective of obtaining information on verbal 
subcategorization. These are the main characteristics of the experiment: 
• The corpus contains more than a million words of newspaper texts, with the objective 
of obtaining information about 1,400 verbs.  
• The system obtained, for each verb and sentence, a list of its corresponding 
dependents (arguments and adjuncts). For evaluation we measured precision (the 
number of correctly selected elements / all the elements returned by the parser) and 
recall (the number of correctly selected elements / all the elements present in the 
sentence). The results are reliable, with 87% precision (this corresponds to the 
proportion of correctly selected dependents) and 66% recall (that is, the system 
obtained an analysis for 66% of the sentences). Although there is always a balance 
between recall and precision, we tried to maximize the latter, sometimes at the cost of 
lowering recall. 
The following are the lines of work to continue in the future: 
• Extension of the grammar. We plan to extend the grammar in two ways. First, 
including syntactic constructions not treated at the moment, such as coordination or 
complex sentences. Second, including subcategorization information, not present at 
the moment in the lexical database. 
• Regarding the results of the analyzer, the information gathered will be used to 
manually and automatically extract subcategorization information about verbs. 
• We also plan to compare the results with other works on extraction of 
subcategorization information. For example, (Arriola 2000) has studied the extraction 
of this kind of information from a dictionary (Sarasola 1997). 
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